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INTRODUCTION 

Europe is one of the most attractive regions in the world to invest, due to its high-skilled 
labour force, the rule of law and an integrated Single Market. Europe is the region of the 
world attracting the highest foreign direct investment1. But Europe could further unlock 
investment by tackling both regulatory and non-regulatory challenges. These challenges vary 
in terms of their restrictiveness, complexity and unpredictability. 

Since the crisis, investment in the EU has dropped significantly, but different features can be 
observed across countries, both in terms of private and public investments. According to the 
recent Commission autumn forecasts, investment is set to accelerate, but the recovery might 
remain subdued, reflecting, inter alia: weak demand, corporate deleveraging, tight credit or 
policy uncertainty, depending on the countries. In addition, both regulatory and non-
regulatory challenges to investment remain. They vary in terms of their restrictiveness, 
complexity and unpredictability.  

Identifying and removing those challenges to investment is part of the efforts to improve 
framework conditions and remove red-tape and regulatory bottlenecks, as part of the so-called 
"third pillar" of the Investment Plan for Europe. As part of this pillar, the Commission has 
swiftly addressed and will continue to address regulatory and administrative challenges at the 
EU level.  First and foremost, further deepening the Single Market remains a top priority,
notably with initiatives to develop the Capital Markets Union, to further deepen the Single 
Market in goods and services, to create a Digital Single Market, and to develop an Energy 
Union which also addresses climate change challenges. These Single Market initiatives would 
by themselves provide a significant boost to investment. In parallel, with its Better Regulation 
agenda the Commission seeks to ensure that it delivers on its policy objectives in the most 
effective and least burdensome way, both for new proposals and by keeping the body of 
existing EU regulation under review, thereby contributing to the quality and predictability of 
the regulatory environment.

In addition to these initiatives at EU level, Member States should also identify and address 
challenges to investment at national level.  

Approach adopted to identify challenges to investment 

Indeed, national efforts are needed to complement the actions at EU level to boost investment 
in all Member States.2 With a view to assisting the Member States, the services of the 
Commission have started to map policy fields and instruments with a view to providing an 
overview of the main challenges to investment at national level. First, potential challenges to 
investment mentioned in the Commission Country Reports3 have been classified into five 
broad categories (with sub-divisions into main topics and main types of challenges)4: 1) 
Public administration/Business environment; 2) Labour market/Education, 3) Financial 
                                                           
1 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Foreign_direct_investment_statistics 
2 2 As they are currently subject to an Economic Adjustment Programme, Greece and Cyprus are not covered in 
this Staff Working Document. 
3 Country Reports: http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/eu/index_en.htm  
4 See the Annex for a more detailed description of the challenges to investment that have been considered. 
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Sector/Taxation; 4) Research, development and innovation; and 5) Sector specific regulation 
(in business services/regulated professions, retail, construction, digital 
economy/telecommunications, energy and transport). Second, a selection of main challenges
has been proposed based on existing knowledge and further analysis. For the areas where 
indicators are available, they have been used as complementary source of information (e.g. 
World Bank Doing Business indicators, OECD Product Market Regulation indicators, 
Innovation Union Scoreboard, EU Justice Scoreboard).  

The country specific investment profiles do not contain a definitive and exhaustive list of 
challenges to investment in each country; they are a first contribution which will need to be 
refined and complemented notably in dialogue with the Member States. In addition, the 
challenges to investment will also be a priority of the 2016 European Semester and the 
Country Reports will take stock of the priority reforms proposed in this context in February 
2016. The country specific investment profiles also do not take into account all recent reforms 
in the Member States that have been only announced or adopted too recently to have an 
impact. In addition, they do not include bottlenecks to the achievement of policy targets, in 
particular when these bottlenecks are common to a large number of Member States (e.g.
energy efficiency, smart grids). Finally, the focus is not on demand aspects. Therefore, it does 
neither consider weak demand, nor the decrease in public investment in the wake of fiscal 
consolidation, as specific policies to be addressed even if they correspond to major causes of 
low or declining investment and as such investment challenges. 

Challenges and investment in a macroeconomic perspective5

The identification of the main challenges to investment is to some extent consistent with 
macroeconomic features and investment trends and the associated challenges that countries 
face. However, the Commission's analysis of investment challenges in each Member State 
confirms that there is a great deal of diversity across Member States in investment patterns 
and barriers to investment, and therefore no one-size-fits-all solution exists. Even within the 
three broad groups that can be identified on the basis of their investment trends there are 
significant differences across Member States:  

(i) for most of the euro area Member States which have been heavily hit by the crisis, both 
private and public investments have collapsed with the crisis. This reflects a rapid adjustment 
of the capital stock following an investment boom before the crisis. Despite a recovery in 
investment in some Member States, limited fiscal space, debt overhang in non-financial 
corporate sector and problems in access to credit will continue to weigh on their investment 
capacity for some time, and a modest recovery in investment trends is therefore expected over 
the next years. In addition, investment rates could remain low also because the deleveraging 
and continued instability in financial markets (resulting in large risk premia and 
fragmentation) constitute such a large negative demand shock that monetary policy 
(constrained by the zero lower-bound) is not fully able to provide cyclical stabilisation.  
                                                           
5 This section aims at updating and completing the identification of investment patterns described in the EPC Note 
"Investment in the EU: Trends, Framework Conditions and regulatory bottlenecks",), in view of the informal meeting of the 
Economic and Financial Affairs Council (ECOFIN) in Riga on 24-25 April 2015, including by adding more information on 
challenges to investment as described by the Country Reports. The assessment is also based on the autumn 2015 forecast. 
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The main challenges to investment identified for most of these Member States are linked to 
the legacy of private and public debt and the need to reallocate resources to the tradable 
sector, including through improvements in cost competitiveness and reform of the wage 
setting mechanisms. Significant progress has been achieved on this front, and competitiveness 
gains need to be further strengthened through productivity gains. Challenges to investment 
often encompass a difficult access to finance associated with weak insolvency frameworks, 
administrative challenges (regulatory burden or unpredictability of regulation) and low labour 
market responsiveness. 

(ii) for most of the Member States in the group of the cohesion countries, investment 
including foreign direct investment is crucial for the continuation of the catching-up process. 
The catching-up process also requires to address large needs for infrastructure upgrade or 
development. While public investment is still supported to a large extent by EU funding, 
inward foreign direct investment flows have decreased in the wake of the crisis. Reforms 
aiming at improving the business environment and the management of EU funds would help 
overcoming investment challenges. 

The main challenges to investment often relate to the unpredictability, complexity, and heavy 
burden of the regulatory framework, a lack of transparency of public administration, the 
judicial system and the tax system, and often difficulties of access to finance. In addition, for 
many of these Member States, the innovation frameworks are not conducive to investment in 
the most innovative and productive activities, which can make the continuation of the 
catching-up process more difficult. 

(iii) in the remaining group of Member States (including most core euro-area countries and 
some non-euro area countries), investment has been relatively resilient, but there are different 
patterns in terms of levels and composition of investment while investment in R&D is 
however high compared to the others. Member States with persistent current account surplus 
tend to have lower than average investment rates, sometimes for investment in construction, 
and in some of them, high corporate savings are not reflected in high investment. In other 
Member States, investment has been increasingly oriented towards the services sectors and 
has decreased in manufacturing, the latter reflecting a deterioration of competitiveness. 

These Member States generally face fewer challenges to investment, and remaining obstacles 
can include sector-specific regulatory challenges (e.g. retail, construction, and business 
services and regulated professions). In addition, some of these Member States, despite 
showing resilient investment, face a marked decrease in equipment investment, associated 
with a deterioration of cost (and non-cost) competitiveness in their manufacturing sectors.
Besides sector-specific regulatory challenges, challenges to invest also often include in those 
countries a high level of taxation, some aspects of the wage setting mechanism and 
insufficient labour market responsiveness.  

Next steps 

The main challenges identified at this stage and summarised in the country-specific 
investment profiles will be further analysed in the framework of the European Semester, 
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particularly in the Country Reports. The Commission services intend to engage in a dialogue 
with the Member States on the identification of these challenges and the possible actions to 
remove them, including through thematic discussions in the Council and its Committees.  
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ANNEX – Check list of Investment Challenges 

1) PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/ BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

Regulatory barriers and administrative burden  

Administrative burden (especially for SMEs) to start a business, cost and time of 
administrative procedures crucial for businesses (e.g. enforcing contracts, registering 
property), late payments 
Low quality of regulation 
Lack of predictability of the regulatory framework  

Public administration  

Lack of effectiveness of Public Administration, quality of the civil service (high staff 
turnover, low remuneration levels for qualified staff) , low degree of digitalisation 
Insufficient administrative capacity at regional or local level (including lack of 
resources and expertise, and for instance weighing on the absorption of ESI funds)  
Complexity / fragmentation  between multiple layers of government leading to 
inconsistencies in the decision-making process  
Lack of transparency in legislative processes 

Public procurement /PPPs  

Excessive length of procedures, legal framework fragmentation and uncertainty 
(frequent revision of public procurement law/ complexity / lack of transparency/ lack 
of expertise for PPPs, public procurement and project finance/ inefficiency of the 
system of supervision and control) 
Insufficient degree of competition in tendering procedures: (lack of competition in 
contract awards where there was a single bid/ high use of negotiated procedures 
without publication of a notice) 

Judicial system  

Inefficiency, low quality and independence of the judicial system 
Lengthy proceedings in civil and commercial litigation and a high number of 
unresolved cases, under use of alternative dispute resolution methods 
Problems of legal certainty: unpredictability of judicial decisions 

Insolvency framework  

Lengthy procedures to resolve insolvency cases  
Uncertainty of the outcomes
Lack (or sub-optimal use) of early restructuring procedures 
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Competition and regulatory framework 

Weaknesses of the competition authority and regulatory bodies 
Issues related to state aid (including limited knowledge of EU state aid rules) and 
sheltered State-owned enterprises (SOEs) 

2) LABOUR MARKET/ EDUCATION 

Employment protection legislation & framework for labour contracts   

Complexity of labour law leading to uncertainty, e.g. length and cost of dismissal 
procedures 
Restrictiveness of labour regulation 
Effects of size contingent regulations in labour 

Wages & wage setting  

Misalignments between wages, productivity and skills (e.g. wage formation rigidities) 

Education, skills, lifelong learning  

Skills and labour shortages and quality of education system, vocational education and 
training, and apprenticeship system  

3) FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION 

Taxation  

High level of corporate tax /tax wedge on labour 
Design of taxes non conducive to investment (e.g. complexity) 
Instability of taxation 

Access to finance  

High indebtedness of the corporate sector 
Weakness of the banking sector (e.g. high level of non-performing loans, weak legal 
rights for borrowers and lenders) 
Underdevelopment of capital markets 

4) RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION 

Cooperation between academia, research and business  

Lack of expertise in legal (intellectual property) and financial matters to create spin-
offs in universities 

Financing of R&D&I  
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Lack of alternative forms of financing (business angels, venture capital, crowd-
funding)   

5) SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION 

Business services / Regulated professions  

Challenges to competition in services (e.g. legal form, shareholding and tariff 
requirements) 

Retail  

Potential restrictions to the establishment of large retail outlets coming from land use 
and land classifications under applicable urban planning rules 

Construction  

Restrictive planning regulation, prices of land and buildings  
Length and costs of permits 

Digital Economy / Telecommunications  

Administrative, technical and regulatory obstacles (e.g. investment in broadband). 

Energy  

Lack of cost effective support to energy aimed at ensuring fiscally sustainable, 
predictable and stable regulation for investors 
Administrative, technical and regulatory obstacles (grids, energy efficiency, 
generation) 

Transport 

Administrative, technical and regulatory obstacles  
Limited public funds and lack of PPP projects 
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ANNEX 2 –Work on EU regulatory and administrative obstacles to investment 

Work on EU regulatory and administrative obstacles to investment 

The Commission has addressed in 2015 barriers to investment with an EU and Single Market dimension. This work 
will continue as laid out in the Single Market strategy, Energy Union and Digital Single Market and Capital Market 
Union. They include specific measures that will affect directly investment, to quote some of them:  

The recent Single Market Strategy is proposing a set of actions to remove economically significant barriers that 
hold back Europe's investment agenda. It includes targeted measures to support start-ups, remove barriers to 
firms' growth and make sure that entrepreneurs have a second chance, to facilitate access to finance particularly 
for SMEs. It foresees a legislative initiative introducing a services passport with a harmonised notification form 
and an electronic document repository to increase certainty and reduce barriers for service providers who seek 
access to other EU markets in order to expand their activities. The Single Market Initiative proposes to set up a 
voluntary ex ante assessment mechanism of the procurement aspects of certain large-scale infrastructure projects. 
It will also encourage Member States to improve the review of procurement decisions. 

Barriers to investment can be also financial. Recent reforms of the EU's financial regulation framework and the 
completion of the Banking Union will help develop a transparent and resilient financial sector contributing to 
stability and confidence. Building on the actions carried out in the context of the Banking Union, the creation of a 
Capital Markets Union (CMU) will over time further reduce fragmentation in the EU's financial markets and 
lower the cost of funding for the real economy. In particular adopted measures to enhance securitisation will 
bring about a more diverse supply of finance to SME and the amendment of Solvency II with more positive 
treatment of infrastructure investment as an asset class will increase financing for long term investment projects. 
Over 30 other measures are envisaged over the coming two years aiming to reduce barriers in the market.  

The Digital Single Market Strategy aims at maximising the growth potential of the digital economy. It includes 
initiatives to improve the access for consumers and businesses to digital goods and services and puts a particular 
emphasis on creating a level playing field for digital networks and innovative services to flourish. The DSM 
Strategy inter alia envisages an overhaul of EU telecoms rules, notably through more effective spectrum 
coordination, and common EU-wide criteria for spectrum assignment at national level as well as the creation of 
incentives for investment in high-speed broadband. The Strategy also foresees actions to end unjustified geo-
blocking in Europe facilitating corresponding economies of scale and investments to unfold. Further initiatives 
concern harmonising contractual laws, especially in terms of the supply of digital content and online sales of 
tangible goods, overcoming bottlenecks to e-Commerce which is still fragmented along national borders as well 
as modernising copyright regimes and the enforcement of IPR to allow for wider online access to works across 
the EU.  

The Energy Union adopted in February 2015 has created momentum to bring about the transition to a low carbon 
economy. In this context, the Energy Union initiative is developing a new electricity market design, which will 
support the integration of renewable energy, improve the price signal for investment, ensure that public 
intervention is compatible with the Internal Market and enhance regional cooperation. This includes an 
assessment of the implications of the proposed measures on energy prices, with an emphasis on the link between 
the wholesale and retail prices. Support measures to incentivise investments should be consistent with other 
forms of intervention such as the removal of price regulation or fossil fuel subsidies. Finally, the development of 
electricity interconnection until 2030 will contribute to the energy internal market. 

In transport, the new instrument Connecting Europe Facility aims to finance the core network by 2030. Until 
now, it has been successful to attract investments. In 2014, the call for proposals attracted more than EUR 36.6 
billion in transport. This is not sufficient as there is a need to maximize the impact of investment, in particular in 
large scale projects. 
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FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Administrative burdens (notably the licensing and permit system) can have a deterrent Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 

• 

Public procurement /PPPs

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

AUSTRIA

• Taxation

• -ccess to nance

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively.  
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his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Business services / Regulated 
professions
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Areas particularly relevant for ease of doing business concern registering property, deal-
ing with construction permits, enforcing contracts and start-up costs.

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

BELGIUM

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• Relatively low overall employment, low job mobility and a high degree of skill mismatch-Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

• High tax burden on labour hampers employment and potentially investment.
• -

tors and/or target groups make the tax system complex and hamper its readability for 
investors.

Taxation

• Start-ups might encounter problems of access to bank credit. With better access, invest-
ment could contribute to the necessary renewal of the economic fabric toward innova-
tive and knowledge-intensive sectors.

• Unlocking the potential of venture capital could contribute positively to crowdfunding.

ccess to nance

• Wage rises above productivity growth in the past years led to an increase in unit labour Wages & wage setting

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively.  
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• In the electricity sector, regulatory and planning instability delays investments in elec-
tricity production and infrastructure. The decentralised production of renewable energy 

projects cannot be connected. The complexity of administrative procedures and a lack of 
coordination between decision-making levels can also constitute a barrier.

Energy

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• Entry and conduct barriers exist for certain professions, such as legal advisers and 
accountants. In particular, regulations cover the required legal form and shareholding 
requirements, entry tests, obligatory chamber membership, and authorisation schemes.

Business services / Regulated 
professions

Retail • Lengthy and complex establishment procedures and operational restrictions on opening 
and working hours.

• Complexity of procedures and delays in obtaining permits for major infrastructure projects.Infrastructure / transport
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Complex, lengthy and relatively costly procedures, in particular for enforcing contracts, 
trading across borders and connecting to the electricity grid. 

• The frequently changing regulatory framework creates uncertainty as to the business 
environment.

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 
municipalities, could ease public investment. 

• Bureaucracy, the perceived level of corruption and policy instability are considered to be 
among the strongest obstacles for doing business.

Public administration

• A certain lack of stable and consolidated legislation leads to legal uncertainty and 
non-transparent and unpredictable procedures.

• Limited administrative capacity in municipalities to correctly manage these procedures 
leads to irregularities and delays. 

• -
lic-private partnerships (PPPs).

Public procurement / PPPs

• 
a certain lack of predictability due to inconsistent rulings, may hamper investment. 

Judicial system

• Lengthy insolvency procedures lead to erosion of value for both debtors and lenders. 
Companies prefer to hold payables/arrears than to go through the lengthy legal pro-
cedure. This creates uncertainty among market participants and reduces the country’s 
overall attractiveness to investors.

Insolvency framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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16.9%

4.2%

1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

BULGARIA
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FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Uncertainty and a large amount of non-performing loans weigh on banks’ capacity to 

the area of collateral requirements and the level of interest rates (among the highest in 

of property rights).
• 

ccess to nance

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Incomplete cadastre of landownership and lengthy procedures prevent or delay public 

• Permitting procedures are complex and lengthy.

Construction

• The time to obtain permits for network deployment and the non-availability of the spec-

mobile broadband.

Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

Energy • 

electricity utilities.
• 

only for renewables (2012) and a tax on the revenues of wind and Photo Voltaic produc-
ers (2013), which have been challenged in Court and found to be discriminatory.

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• The quality of education and training systems and their inadequacy with regard to labour 
market needs hampers the supply of skilled workers to the economy, weighing on invest-
ment in some sectors. There are skills shortages in sectors such as IT and engineering 
and an overall lack of digital skills. 

• -
lenges in the medium and long term, particularly considering Bulgaria’s ageing population. 

Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• 
public and private sector research. It is also characterised by a lack of predictability and 

-
all, this does not create the necessary framework conditions for stimulating investments 

Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• 
• 

-

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• -
-

• 

Public administration

• 

-

Public procurement / PPPs

• Judicial system

• -Competition and regulatory 
framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

CROATIA
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• -

• 

• 

ccess to nance

• Wages & wage setting

• Taxation
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• A number of administrative and regulatory burdens, in particular in relation to starting a 

• Lack of predictability and stability of legislation

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 

• 

Public administration

• 
participating in public tenders: for instance, use of non-transparent procedures remains 

-

Public procurement / PPPs

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• -Taxation

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

THE CZECH REPUBLIC
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• 
-

-

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• 
-

Construction

Energy • -

• 
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Danish competition law needs to continue to improve in line with international standards. Competition and regulatory 
framework

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 
secured transactions and of a notice-based collateral registry.

ccess to nance

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• -
-

tive activities.

Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Restrictive retail establishment regulations for large outlets (including bans on outlets 
above a certain surface area and strict rules on outlet size and location) hold back in-
vestment.

Retail

Construction • 
(which are applied to both construction professionals and construction services in gener-

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

DENMARK
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Resolving insolvency can be burdensome (for instance, three years are still needed to 
complete procedures). The value-added of recent improvements is not yet visible.

Insolvency framework

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• The Estonian economy is already experiencing labour and skills shortages in some 

lack of IT workers prevents large IT companies from establishing in the country.

Education, skills, lifelong 
learning

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• The cooperation between research institutions and businesses remains limited, resulting 
in relatively low levels of patent applications. Estonia has still a limited number of enter-
prises investing in RDI.

Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

Financing of R&D&I • -
ed in early stage and high-risk projects. Overall, the structure of investment depends 
partly on the still relatively low-value added structure of the economy.

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

ESTONIA
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Reinforcement in the current capacity and experience in planning and executing invest-
ment in small municipalities (in particular in areas such as transport, education and 

Public administration

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Wage rises above productivity growth in the past years led to an increase in unit labour Wages & wage setting

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• The Finnish retail sector displays a very high level of establishment regulation and op-Retail

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

FINLAND
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• Building permits are granted by local authorities, and the process with possibilities to 
-

Construction

Energy • Complex administrative procedures limit the attractiveness of small-scale renewable 
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• While France has engaged in labour market reforms to address this, wage rises above 
productivity growth in the past years led to an increase in unit labour costs and an ero-

Wages & wage setting

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 
• 

• -

Taxation

Employment protection 
legislation & framework for 

labour contracts

• 
uncertainty as regards the length and cost of dismissal procedures that could be tackled by 

• Financing of R&D&I

• Conditions for professionals to access some regulated activities and a number of reg-Business services / Regulated 
professions

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

FRANCE
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Energy • 
renewable energy, in particular the high costs to access the grids, long lead time for 

• Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Better public infrastructure investment planning could ease both public and private 
-

ment, cost and time overruns and distortion of the structure of expenditures towards 
new investment to the detriment of maintenance and repair).

Public administration

• -
-

• 
-

ing of private investment.

Public procurement / PPPs

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 
-

costs).
• 

there is a mismatch between the resources allocated to authorities and their individu-

municipalities.

Taxation

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• -
dering the growth of innovative start-up companies, including in high-tech sectors.

Financing of R&D&I

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

GERMANY
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• 

• -

point of view.

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Regulation not conducive to competition, to the development of start-ups and to new 
-

tions requirements, legal form and shareholding requirements) might hamper investment.

Business services / Regulated 
professions

Retail • Länder

Energy • 
a political agreement was reached on transmission routes and the use of underground 
lines.
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• 

• 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• Public administration

• Public procurement / PPPs

• Insolvency framework

• Competition and regulatory 
framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

HUNGARY

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Skills, lifelong learning
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

• -Financing of R&D&I

• -Business services / Regulated 
professions

• Construction

• Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

Energy • 
-

• 

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• -

• 

Taxation

• -

• 
-

ccess to nance
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• Some skills shortages have emerged with the renewed economic growth and the dyna-
mism of the IT sector. 

Education, skills, lifelong 
learning

• Tax incentives for the SME sector have developed in a fragmented manner and are vari-Taxation

• -

area).
• A higher level of competition among lenders and the search for higher interest margins 

• 

to repay, as well as reasons for credit refusal and appeal rights, including recourse to the 

• The insistence on personal guarantees and certain types of asset collateral, the lack of 

• 

ccess to nance

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

IRELAND
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Due in particular to the nature of the regulatory framework for the legal professions, Business services / Regulated 
professions

• Construction

• Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester. 
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• -

• 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 

• 

• 

Public administration

• 
-

• 

Public procurement / PPPs

• Judicial system

• 

• -

Insolvency framework

• Competition and regulatory 
framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

ITALY
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FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Taxation

• 

• 

• 

• 

ccess to nance

Financing of R&D&I • -

• Business services / Regulated 
professions

Energy/Transport/
Digital Economy / 

Telecommunications

• 

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
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• -Wages & wage setting

• Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

• Employment protection 
legislation & framework for 

labour contracts

• Construction
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• The lack of predictability and stability of legislation is perceived by businesses as an 
obstacle to their activities. 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• Retaining talented and well-trained public servants is a challenge, as remuneration lev-

positions.
• 

can hamper investment.
• Perceived favouritism and perceived level of corruption might hamper investment, par-

ticularly in local government and State-owned companies.

Public administration

• There are severe implementation challenges in public procurement, including, inter alia, 

-

the construction and healthcare sectors.

Public procurement / PPPs

• Only a few successful cases of restructuring exist for companies entering insolvency.Insolvency framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

LATVIA

• -

enterprises.

Competition and regulatory 
framework
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 
of materials may hamper investment. 

Construction

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• -
cy, security rights and collateral) and credit information could ease access to credit for 

• The Latvian stock market could be further developed.

ccess to nance

• Lack of stability and predictability of the regulatory framework for renewable energy due 
-

• Applicable regulation for the renovation of buildings is hindering the housing renovation 
programmes. 

Energy

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business

• There is evidence of skills shortages in sectors such as machinery, ICT, food processing, 
health care and textiles, weighing on investment. 

Education, skills, lifelong 
learning

• High tax burden on low-wage earners discourages formal employment and can hamper 
investment.

• Tax avoidance.

Taxation
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FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• -
proved.

• 

Public administration

• 

• 
• 

Public procurement / PPPs

• Insolvency framework

Competition and regulatory 
framework

• -

• 

• 

ccess to nance

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

LITHUANIA
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business

• -Construction

Energy • -

• -
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Regulatory burden, in particular for small start-ups may hinder investment. This includes 
the cost of starting a business (still more than 3 times the amount it takes in other EU 
Member States on average), the paid-in minimum capital (double the EU average), and 
the costs required to transfer property (also twice as much as it would cost on average 
in other EU Member States).

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• The lack of attractiveness of the R&I environment (including the disconnection between 
private sector R&D and the public research system) hampers investment in business 
R&D.

Cooperation between 
academia, research and 

business

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

Construction • Supply and demand mismatches on housing market remain. There appears to be a limit-
ed response of supply to the surge in house prices.

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

Insolvency framework • Costs for resolving insolvency remain about 50% higher than the EU average, which may 

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

LUXEMBOURG
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• The time needed to start a business and the administrative burden (including registering 
-

cant impediments to doing business. 
• The implementation of the late payment directive is still missing.

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• The time needed to resolve civil, commercial and administrative cases and the low clear-Judicial system

• The insolvency procedures are considered very lengthy.Insolvency framework

• Education, skills, lifelong 
learning

• 
• 

ccess to nance
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

MALTA
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• Dealing with construction permits is perceived as burdensome.Construction

Energy • Lengthy and complex administrative procedures, small size of interventions, as well as 
-

ment in that sector.
• 

• Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Public expenditure on research and development is low compared to EU and world top 
performers, and set to decline over the coming years, while private sector R&D spending 
remains low. 

Financing of R&D&I

• Dealing with construction permits is lengthy.Construction

Energy • Regarding the failure to meet renewable energy targets and the associated investment 
backlog, conditions for mobilising investment from the private sector need to be im-
proved, in particular from a regulatory and policy clarity and planning perspective. The 

participants.

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

THE NETHERLANDS
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Overall time needed to set up a company remains long, while enforcing contracts is 
comparatively lengthy and costly (high number of pending cases, low clearance rate of 

• 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• -

• 

• 

Public administration

• -

• 
• -

Public procurement / PPPs

• Judicial system

• Education, skills, lifelong 
learning

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

POLAND
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

• 
processes in many sectors and the time and costs required to obtain a construction per-

• 
-

Construction

• -Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

Energy • 

• There are lengthy and costly procedures for the acquisition of land for energy network 

• 

• 

• The railway infrastructure is underinvested as a consequence of administrative and reg-

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

Financing of R&D&I • 

• 
-

-

• 
• 

Taxation

• -

• 
between universities and business (partly due to a lack of trust between companies, 

Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• The overall complexity of administrative procedures (e.g. licensing regimes). The scope 

context of the economic adjustment programme is limited and is focused exclusively on 

• -
nance, in particular for SMEs. 

• 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• Restrictive regulation on dismissals might hamper investment.Employment protection 
legislation & framework for 

labour contracts

• Wages & wage setting

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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• 
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lifelong learning

1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

PORTUGAL
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 
-

Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business

• 

-
-

disciplinary practices and fees.

Business services / Regulated 
professions

Retail • -

-

Energy • -

• 

-

investment in port capacity.

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• 

the tax system.
• 
• 

Taxation

• 

• -

• 

ccess to nance
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Complex procedures are in place for enforcing contracts, getting electricity and dealing 
with licences and construction permits, and exporting. Notary’s fees and stamp costs 
remain high.

• The perceived low quality of regulation and the lack of stability and predictability of 

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 
in public investment and low absorption of public funds. Public investment management 

• 
of professional civil servants, the unstable structures and the lack of the necessary hu-

-
ment public policies.

• 

• The perceived level of corruption is a major issue for the business climate.

Public administration

• The lack of stability and fragmentation of the legal framework related to public procure-
-

-

corruption and fraud in public procurement hamper investment.

Public procurement / PPPs
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

ROMANIA

• Concerns remain, notably about the workload of courts, the implementation of court 
decisions and the lack of predictability of court decisions.

• Preserving judicial independence, in particular for judges and prosecutors involved in 

Judicial system
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FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

• Frequent changes of tax policies. The lack of continuity and predictability of taxation Taxation

• 
both supply and demand side constraints. Corporate loan demand is subdued due to the 
balance-sheet adjustment of domestic companies.

• 
There is no appropriate regulatory framework, including investor and entrepreneur pro-

ccess to nance

• Dealing with construction permits is very burdensome.Construction

• 
high-speed broadband networks.

Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

Energy • Unstable legal environment for investment in renewable energy sector.
• Regulated retail prices for households and related domestic supply obligations limit 

investment incentives; any unforeseen delays in the implementation of the adopted Lib-

• 
hindered the development of infrastructure (road, rail, freight on inland waterways).

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• The long average time required to resolve insolvency cases can weigh on new invest-
ment projects.

Insolvency framework

• Poor enforcement of legal and technical regulations (including consumer law) reduces 
-

panies.
• High indebtedness and low rates of return generate solvency problems for state-owned 

enterprises that dominate crucial economic sectors for the economy. 

Competition and regulatory 
framework
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Perceived lengthy and costly procedures involved in starting a business. 
• Frequent changes to the legislative and regulatory framework, as well as a lack of trans-

parency, are perceived as obstacles to investment.

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• 

• The perceived level of corruption can hamper investment. Prosecution of alleged corrup-
tion cases is uncommon, especially when high-level corruption is suspected.

Public administration

• 

irregularities, especially in public procurement in healthcare.
• 

and investment funds.
• -

Public procurement / PPPs

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

SLOVAKIA

• Judicial proceedings are lengthy and the number of pending cases is increasing. 
• 

• The screening of the suitability of judges on the basis of information from the Slovak 
National Security Authority raises concerns about the independence of the judiciary.

Judicial system
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• Entry regulations with respect to the legal, accounting, engineering and architecture 
professions are perceived to be high.

Business services / Regulated 
professions

Construction • Obtaining building permits is relatively cumbersome and time consuming.

Energy • Changes in rules regarding renewable energy and access to the grid for renewable ener-
gy led to lack of clarity and stability for the investors.

• Transport infrastructure remains underdeveloped and is unequally distributed within the 
country. Factors that hamper investment in this sector include a lack of proper planning, 

-
ment procedures and complex land-use and construction permit processes.

Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• 
projects. 

Insolvency framework

• -
gent, requiring higher compliance costs for businesses, its implementation in practice is 

Competition and regulatory 
framework

• There is a disconnection between educational institutions and labour market needs, as 
well as a weak access to lifelong learning, resulting in skills shortages, which may ham-
per investment. 

Education, skills,  
lifelong learning
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• 

• 

Regulatory and 
administrative burden

• 

• 

• 

Public administration

• Public procurement / PPPs

• Judicial system

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

SLOVENIA
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Business services / Regulated 
professions

Energy • 

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• Construction

• Transport

• 

• 

Competition and regulatory 
framework

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• Taxation

• 
• 

ccess to nance
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• 
activity in Spain is longer compared to that of most EU Member States. 

• The fragmentation of the domestic market due to the proliferation of regulations at 

prevents businesses from taking advantage of economies of scale. Although recent 

especially as regards regional regulation.
• 

public debt once they enter into force.

Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• Public procurement / PPPs

• 
• 

Judicial system

• Insolvency framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

SPAIN

LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

• 

and unfair dismissals.

Employment protection 
legislation & framework for 

labour contracts
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

FINANCIAL SECTOR / TAXATION

• 

and the reform of corporate insolvency.

ccess to nance

• 

• 

Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business

Financing of R&D&I • 

• Business services / Regulated 
professions

Retail • 

• ICT and broadband network

Energy • 

increase in litigation.

• Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

• Wages & wage setting

• Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

• 
hamper investment in the real economy.

• 

Taxation
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION / BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

• Starting a business and enforcing contracts might be burdensome and time-consuming.Regulatory barriers and 
administrative burden

• -Public procurement / PPPs

• Insolvency framework

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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Cooperation between   
academia, research  

and business

• 
-

Financing of R&D&I • 

1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

SWEDEN
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SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Construction

Energy • -

• 

• Transport

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester. 
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LABOUR MARKET / EDUCATION

SECTOR SPECIFIC REGULATION

• Skills shortages could hold back investment. In particular, for skilled professionals in the 
area of information and communications technology (ICT) demand is rising rapidly but 
supply is not keeping pace.

Education, skills,  
lifelong learning

• A certain lack of competition in the procurement phase of projects might create the con-
ditions for the incumbent to be awarded all tenders. In addition, wholesale access to the 
subsidised infrastructure has not been used by the incumbent’s competitors.

Digital Economy / 
Telecommunications

Energy • The UK’s aged electricity grid is preventing the connection of new renewable energy 
projects: parts of the distribution grid do not have enough capacity to allow for new con-
nections. Moreover, complex policies, high connection charges and unclear timeframes in 
connecting to the grid are hindering the development of small scale renewable energy 
generation projects.

• Long administrative delays in the procedures for planning permission might hamper 
investment.

• Strict planning rules and possible structural issues in the construction sector constrain 
the supply of housing.

Construction

his document is a European ommission sta  wor ing document. It does not constitute the o cial position of the ommission, nor does it pre udge any such 
position. In particular, it does not pre udge the outcome of the European Semester.

Total investment (% GDP)1 Share of public and private investment 
(2012-2014) (% GDP)2
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1Source: Ameco, autumn 2015 forecast. Simple average of yearly investment to GDP ratios
2Idem. For EU28, private investment amounted to 16.5% of GDP; public investment 2.9%. For EA19, this was 17% and 2.8% respectively. 

Challenges to Member States’ 
Investment Environments 

 THE UNITED KINGDOM
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